Son of Snweebo
Bunny Of Doo M
LITERAL WORLD!
SATHVEKA.

One day...
Muahahaha!
It is finally complete!

After years of the word being used wrong, 'literally' will finally get justice!

The next day...

- JOE!?!?

Hey, Matt

OMG!

Dude, Jenny KISSED me!

I'm literally on cloud nine!

Hello?

This is the BEST part of the movie! I'm literally glued to my seat!

An hour passes...

Huh?

Ah, I'm glued down!

24 hours later...

Ah, that was a good movie.

...this is the man with the world's largest wheelie.
USED CARS

Well, this one just looks like a bucket of bolts.
Hey Ed! Give us an Anime Pose!

By: Summer Sahmz

Umm... Very good?
DARK COWBOY

You better watch where you point that thing before you get hurt.

Who me?
STAR OF THE SHOW

OPEN

COME ON IN

Funky
The stars at night...

Are big and bright...

Deep in the heart

Of All-Con